Bruce Lee's Fighting Method
Sel f- Defe{rse Techniques
by Bruce Lee and M. Uyehara

PARRVING
Panying is a defensive tuctic
thot is easy to apply. ',

It is just

a slap to divert
an oncoming blow.

Parrying con be automatic
if you train to comply

It

is an eosy moneuver
once

you know

side, to ward off blows directed at
you. It is just a light slap to the opponent's hand with hardly any force, just
enough to deflect the blow away from
your body.
The technique should be done with
your elbow almost at a fixed position

nent or against someone with superior
height and reach, you may have to
take a step backward while parrying.
The parry should be made simultaneously with your back foot in motiqn
and not after it is planted, nor should
the parry be made prior to your body

and the movement coming from your
hand and arm. It should not be an extreme reaction such as a slashing or

movement.

whipping motion.

Any

excessive
hand will expose

movement of your
your body to a counterattack. In other

That porrying is not the
some os blocking,

words, you should move your hand
just eirough to protect and control the

Which is much more forceful
and uncontrolling

blow.

Timing in this technique is more
important than force. If you react ioo

'Cause it csn tilt your balance
and stop your countering.

early, your opponent can
change the path

either

of his kick or punch

or you may leave

Parrying is a defensive tactic which
can easily be learned and applied. It is
a quick motion of your closed or open
hand, either from the inside or the out-
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openings for a
counter. Parry late, waiting until the
last moment and only acting when the
blow is near to you.
Against a quick, penetrating oppo-

Learn to parry only against a real

if you intuitively start to
parry against a feint or false attack,
your motion should be controlled so
your hand or arm.hardly react.
Train yourselfto detect a real and a
false attack by having someone direct
various kickS and punches at you.
After a considerable amount of practice, you will only parry at the real attacks and not react to the feints or
attack. But

fakes.

Generally, a parry is a good and
safe defensive measure but a skilled

fighter may beat' your parry. If he
does, then you have to move backward while parrying.

The inside high parry is generally
utilized because most attacks are
punches directed to the face. In comparing the classical style with JKD, as
in photo l, it is discernible that the
JKD way of parrying provides more
protection and more speed on the upper line. Photo 2 reveals that a punch
can be delivered almost simultaneous-

ly with the parry in JKD, but this is
not true with the other style which uses

a block and a punch-definitely

a

slower countering because of its two
distinct motions.
Lee uses a long staff to practice the
inside high parry, as in photos 3 and4.
A partner thrusts the staff directly to
Lee's face. Lee slips the thrust by
shifting his weight to the lead foot and
bending the front knee slightly. At the
same time he uses his left hand to

parry the staff lightly. This type of
training is valuable because your partner can spot any discrepancy in your
balance and motion. Against any
heavy blow such as a kick, use your
parry with clenched fist, as in photo 5.
To defend against a swing, Lee
standing in the on-guard position, as
in photo 6, prepares for the attack. As
soon as his opponent initiates his
swing, Lee already has his right hand
in motion, as in photo 7. By the time
he parries the punch, Lee's right
punch is upon the-opponent's face, as

in photo 8. In photo 9, he

uses the

same parry against

a straight right

punch.
The inside high parry is done with a
slight, counterclockwise twist of your
wrist as your hand meets the blow.
This slight motion is capable of protecting your body because the twist of
your wrist is away from your body and
toward the oncoming blow. Your arm
is stronger when it is directed away
from your body rather than toward it.
The classical uses the opposite motion.
The twist is clockwise or toward the

body.
The inside low parry is used against

a punch or kick in the low-line area.
From a rightJead on-guard position,
the parry is made with a semicircular,
clockwise, downward motion, as in
photo 10. Simultaneously, your wdight
is shifted to the front leg as you bend

your knee slightly. Almost at the same
time, you counter with your right
hand, as in photo ll.
In the classical system, your block-

ing hand moves downward in an
oblique direction, as in photo 12, as
your other hand retracts toward your
hip, as in photo I l. The disadvantage
in the classical is that your countering
is much slower since you have to block

while retracting your other hand and
then deliver your punch-two definite
motions, while there is just one fluid
motion of both hands in JKD. Another disadvantage is that your body,

especially

con-

In the following photos, Lee illustrates the application of the inside

low parry. In photo 13, Lee stailds in
the on-guard position, keeping his eyes
glued on the opponent. As soon as the
opponent begins to attack, Lee already
responds to his action, as in photo 14.
The opponent throws a right that is

intercepted by Lee's inside low parry,
as in photo 15. Lee then converts the
parry to a lop-sao or grabbing technique. In almost one smooth motion
he pulls his opponent toward him and

shift; his body forward to deliver a
straight lead to the face.
The outside high ParrY is more a
slapping stroke than the inside high
parry, which is more a warding-off
motion. This parry is to divert the
blow on the opposite side of Your
body, so your hand has to cross over'
as in photo 16. There is no loss in
quickness of counterpunching because
your lead hand can still deliver the
punch almost at the same time you are
parrying. By utilizing the guard or rear

hand for parrying, the lead hand,
which is closer to your opponent and
which is the stronger hand, is free to
punch; as in photo 17.
The classical sYstem uses the same

block for both the outside and inside
high attack by just reversing the funetion of the hands. Instead of the left

i
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lo.

the upper line, is

tinuously exposed.

doing the block, the right does the
blocking and the left or the weaker
hand does the punching, as in photo

13

14

18.

Bruce Lee demonstrates in the following series of photos how he utilizes

his outside high parry for defense
against a "head" shot. In photo 19,
Lee waits for his opponent's first move.
Then in the next photo, 20, as the opponent throws a right, Lee parries the
blow with a light slap, just enough to

divert the path

of the blow from

his

face. Simultaneously, he takes a three
or four-inch slide forward with his lead
foot, bending his knee so the weight is
placed on it.
Trapping the opponent's parried
hand, he delivers his own right, as in
photos 2l and 22 (side view). If Lee
were to block or slap the blow vigorously, he would not be able to trap the
opponent's hand to his shoulder.
In the next illustration, Lee stands
in the on-guard position preparing for
the attack, as in photo 23. As the opponent initiates the attack, as in photo
V1, Lee meets the left swing with a
parry and counters by clawing the opponent's face, as in photo 25. Lee
must time his forward movement and

parry correctly to protect himself. In
photo 26, Lee switches his hands
smoothly so he has time to deliver ana back-fist
punch.
In this last illustration of the outside high parry, Lee uses the parry
with a countering front kick. From an
on-guard position, as in photos 27 and
28, Lee parries a straight right. Without taking any step, he delivers a front
kick to the opponent's groin almost at
the same time, as in photo 29. This is a
safer parry than the preceding illustrations because he doesn't have to move
in to reach his opponent, since the leg
is much longer than the arm.
When Lee can't find a partner, he
practices alone on the wooden dummy.
In the next three photos, Lee practices
his parrying technique. In photo 30, he
parries with his left hand and uses his
right for countering. In photo 31, Lee's
parrylng hand crosses underneath his
punching hand. And in the next photo,

other blow, this time

32, Lee parries with his left and
simultaneously lets go a front kick.
The outside low parry against
punches is performed almost similarly
to the inside low parry except that in
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the former, the hand crosses over the
body. The guard hand is used to protect the other side of the body against
any low blow, as in photo 33. Hence,
the outside low parry has a greater circular motion than the inside low parry.
Just like the inside low parry, its purpose is to deflect the oncoming blow
downward.
The classical system uses the same

blocking technique for all low-line
blows. The hands just reverse their
roles, as in 34. The right hand is now
used for blocking and the left is used
for attacking. Like the other blocking
techniques, there are two distinct motions instead of one fluid, continuous
motion as in JKD.
In the next series of photographs,
two classical fighters confront each

other as in photo 35. Standing in the
orthodox stance, the fighter on the left
throws a high punch which is blocked
by his opponent, 36. Then the opponent follows up with a right punch but
the fighter on the left blocks that, as in
photo 37, and the fighter counters with
a.straight right to the opponent's solar
plexus, as in photo 38.
The same technique is now presented against an unorthodox (southpaw) opponent, using the JKD stance.
Lee stands in the on-guard position, as
in photo 39, and as his opponent starts
to attack, as in photo 40, Lee sets to
parry the blow, a slapping motion,
Photo 4l shows the result of the parry
and his countering to the face of the
opponent.

Against an opponent who stands
38

with his left lead (orthodox), as in
photo 42, Lee quickly stops the thrust
by a short shuffle backward and parries
it as the opponent steps forward with a
straight right. Lee's parry here converts
to trapping the opponent's hand just
before he counters with a right to the
face, as in photo 43.

The outside low parry is usually
used against a kick that is directed below your chest, with either a closed fist
or an open hand.
The JKD and the classical parries
and 45, but
seem similar in photos

4

they differ in delivery. The parry in
JKD is executed with a semicircular
downward motion, just to deflect or
control a kick. In the classical, the
block is performed with a downward,
slanting, forceful motion to stop the

kick in its path.

In the next series of photos, Lee
describes how he defends against a
lunging side kick. From the on-guard
position Lee readies for an attack in
photo 46. As the opponent lunges forward to launch his kick, Lee synchronizes his backward movement with the
opponent's, as

in photo 47. He also

retreats just far,enough to avoid the
blow but stays close enough to ward off
the kick, as in photo 48. Lee takes advantage of the situation by turning his

opponent completely around so his
back faces him. Lee then quickly employs a front kick to the groin, as in
photo 49.
Against someone who is in a stance
opposite of Lee's, as in photo 50, Lee
moves backward with perfect timing to
the attack. Lee has more time in this attack as his opponent uses his rear foot,
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the farthest foot, to deliver a front
kick. Lee just moves a little backward
in this attack as the penetration is not
that deep, in photo 51.
Lee parries the kick and prepares to
defend against the next blow, photo 52.
This time he uses the inside low parry
against the right punch, trapping his
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opponent's hand. Then he counters
with his own straight right punch, as in
photo 53.
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Lee constructed his wooden dummy

kel

with an extra arm in the center of the
structure strictly to practice his lowline parry, as in photo 54.
To parry is merely to close the line
or deflect the opponent's hand; it
should not swing too far to the right or
left, just,enough to create advantageous openings necessary to counterfight-

ing.

Vary your parries to confuse the op
ponent. Don't let him set an attacking
plan; instead keep him guessing. This
will create hesitation on his part in
launching his offensive maneuvers.
When there are a multitude of parries to be made, each parry must be
completed and your hand should be at
the appropriate position before the next
parry is made.
When there is a compound attack,
the first parry is performed with your
movement of the rear foot and the second would be done exactly the same, as
you are shuffling backward from the
second attack. Your rear foot must
move before the attack and not after
oz
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the delivery of the blow.
Parrying is more subtle than blocking, which is a more violent force as it is
used frequently to abuse the opponent's limbs. Blocking should be used
infrequently and only when necessary,

because it can drain your energy.
Besides, even if you block a welldelivered blow, it will still disturb your
balance and create openings for your
opponent. In the meantime, it prevents
you fromcountering.
*

